Towards a Public Innovation Compass

Welcome to the Workshop
Towards a Public Innovation Compass

Workshop at the World Resource Forum in Geneva
Wednesday, 23rd of October, 12:30 – 14:00 | Room: 5
Contact: ulrike.wunderle@vdw-ev.de

Moderator/Organizer:
Caroline Paulick-Thiel, Director of Politics for Tomorrow, Germany
Dr. Ulrike Wunderle, Federation of German Scientists (FGS), Germany

Speakers:
Lene Krogh Jeppesen, Center for Offentlig Innovation (COI), Denmark
Angela Hanson, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Paris

What to expect:
• Discover successful practices related to RRI dimensions and values in Public Innovation processes
• Identify benefits of RRI to Public Innovation, obstacles for implementation and ways to overcome them
• Contribute your experience
• Get involved in creating the Public Innovation Compass

Join us and explore co-creative approaches to Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) in the Public Sector!
Workshop Agenda

• Welcome & Framing
• Input Angela Hanson, OECD Paris
  Q&A: How can we legitimize a new status quo / Modell & OECD Declaration?
• Input Lene Krogh Jeppesen, COI Denmark
  Q&A: Numbers, Facts and Stories / Innovationbarometer
• Introduction to group work based on the development of the DACH innovation compass
• Group work
• Presentation of Group work results and discussion
Thank you!

Stay connected...